Dewalt dw705 parts diagram

Part Number: Part Number: NSV. In Stock, 25 available. Backorder: No ETA. In Stock, 22
available. In Stock, 23 available. In Stock, 3 available. In Stock, 2 available. In Stock, 7 available.
Ships in 1 - 19 business days. In Stock, 12 available. In Stock, 1 available. In Stock, 13 available.
In Stock, 6 available. In Stock, 15 available. In Stock, 14 available. In Stock, 9 available. In Stock,
21 available. In Stock, 17 available. In Stock, 4 available. In Stock, 18 available. In Stock, 10
available. In Stock, 5 available. Not Available for Retail Sale. In Stock, 8 available. This article is
a troubleshooting guide for problems and malfunctions common to most electric power tools.
This article is a repair guide for power tool switch replacements, explaining the general steps
involved in replacing a switch assembly. This article suggests guidelines for power tool care
and maintenance. It also describes information tools available at eReplacementParts. Shopping
Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart.
Restore a saved shopping cart. Preferred Partners of. Continue Shopping Proceed to Checkout.
Search within model. Page A. Add to Cart. Miscellaneous Parts. Popular Parts. Carbon Brush.
Blade Adapter Ring. Kerf Plate. Carbon Brush and Holder. Blade Bolt. Clamshell Set. Ball
Bearing. Brush Cap. Repair Guides Diagnosing Electric Power Tools This article is a
troubleshooting guide for problems and malfunctions common to most electric power tools.
Tool Diagnosis: Is it the Brushes or the Switch? This article describes the differences between
power switch and carbon brush failure symptoms. Power Switch Repair This article is a repair
guide for power tool switch replacements, explaining the general steps involved in replacing a
switch assembly. Power Tool Care and Maintenance This article suggests guidelines for power
tool care and maintenance. Why you dont sell switch separately? Hello Mieczyslaw, thank you
for your question. Unfortunately, we are only able to sell the parts as they are provided by the
manufacturer and the manufacturer doesn't provide the switch separately. I hope this helps. Did
this question help you? Yes No. Ask a question. Ask our experts a question about this part and
we will respond as soon as we can. Join our VIP email list to receive money-saving-advice and
special discounts. Model Number Recommended. Submit your question. Thank you for your
question! Our experts will get back to you as soon as they can. Ask Another Question. Continue
Shopping. Discussion is closed. Question: Roller Guard Retaining Ring plebeau. I need a
retaining ring for roller guard I just purchased for a DeWalt miter saw style 6. Question: DW
jmacjr I have a DW Type 5 and have broken the black carry handle on top item 44 on daigrem.
The parts list says it is obsolete and can't be ordered. I see that you can order one for the type 6
but don't know if it will work. Any help would be appreciated. Hello jmacjr, It looks like the
handle and cover assembly is different on both types. So I would think that the type 6 carrying
handle would not line up with the screw holes on the the type 5. Just my thinking. Click on the
part and it will tell you what other saws or parts are compatible with yours. Question: Dewalt Dw
The brake on my miter saw makes a terrible noise any ideas on what is wrong and what I should
replace first. Hi, That sounds like a bad bearing that is being stressed when the brake goes on.
I'd check that first. Also it could be the gear reduction unit that making the noise. Hope that
helps. Good luck. Question: DW Type 5 I'm in the middle of a repair on my saw that no longer
works. I've checked the voltage and continuity of my cord and that which the switch is closed,
current is making it's way through the switch. I also tested the continuity of the field, wire end to
brush holder receptacle. I think one of the brush holders has a bad connection. I can tell if I
broke the connection to the holder when I removed the holder or not Now to the question. When
I replaced the field and bolted back up to the handle Is this because I don't have the brush
holders and brushes installed yet? The blade used to spin freely by hand before I started
tinkering. Just want to make sure I don't have something installed backward or mis-alligned,
plug in my brushes and ten smoke the thing. Hi, The first thing is to check that the armature
bearings are seated correctly. To do this lightly loosen the four case screws and see if the
armature spins freely. If so then check the rubber seat that goes over the outer armature
bearing and make sure its on the bearing before installing the armature Don't put the rubber
sleeve in the case first as the armature bearing can distort the sleeve binding the armature
bearing. Next as you evenly tighten the motor case in crisscross pattern lightly tap with a
rawhide mallet the end of the armature case to seat the bearings. Hope this helps. I'm new here,
power tool repair isn't my specialty, so go easy on me! I offered to take a look at my brother
Jim's tools that aren't working properly, he handed me two drills, a miter saw and a table saw.
The Dewalt miter saw DW is the subject of my question. Jim told me the switch was bad, he
replaced the switch with something he thought would work. When he plugged it in, it belched a
puff of white smoke which alerted him to unplug it. I ordered a replacement switch kit, it came
with a different switch and clam shell. I had no problem with the wiring changes the new kit
required. I plugged it in, the saw works but the brake doesn't work, it "free wheels" to a stop
when the trigger is released. I suspect the brake field and the run field were energized
simultanously and smoked the break field with the wrong switch he tried to install. I also

suspect this isn't a very common occurance seen by repair shops. My question, Is my theory
plausible. If the saw works to make a cut, but the brake fails to stop the blade when the switch is
released, what are my options to repair it? Hope this made sense! Never mind, I confirmed the
brake winding is smoked. Have a field ordered, thanks anyway. I'm glad you figured out the
problem you were having with your brake on your DW Miter saw. Good luck with the repair,
-WJA. Hello rtriplett, For quite a while Dewalt did not have a replacement switch for the original
switch they discontinued. They have now come out with a new switch kit for your saw. The
problem is that it is on a back order with no delivery date. So keep checking back with us every
so often and check our stock. Or you could place one on order and as soon as they come in we
will send it to you. It is part number Hope this helps, -WJA. Question: Dw Base Plate krenovfan.
Hello krenovfan, If I understand it right it sounds as if your saw is out of alignment. We have an
article and video that I hope will help you with this problem. In it we are using a DW miter saw.
But it should give you some help with your DW Here is the link to it. Dewalt has discontinued. Hi
raynos, Whats your type number as they use a couple of different switches in the type 1,2,3,4,5
Dw's. I have a DW Type 1 and I was able to find a kit that contained new handle clam shells, a
new style switch , and new connectors for wires. Part number I found was Sign up. Thank you!
Your email, , has been added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our
mailing list. Millions of Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service. Manual
Instruction Manual. Manual Drawings. In addition to this instruction manual, the carton should
contain: 1. One No. DW miter saw. See All 40 Appliance Brands. Pay no attention to the vewalt
of the miter pointer at this point. The supplied extension kit is factory installed on the left side:.
Once you have cleared the workpiece, you can release the FENCE guard and it will continue to
open as the cut progresses. Or is it the field or armature? Somebody tore everything apart and
gave dq the saw. Was there a problem with this armature shaft? Any help would be appreciated.
I have also purchased the De Walt 12 saw that has the motor mounted higherand more out of
the way. Complain wrong Brand wrong Model non readable. It might not be the same problem,
but it is a good place to start. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart Restore a saved shopping
cart Checkout. I would start from scratch on this one and check the cord for live voltage. The
mating gear in the brake housing seems to be OK. Any other thoughts on repairs would be
appreciated. Dw Base Plate krenovfan. I can tell you how we remove the fan end armature
bearing here in our shop. When I activate the sas I get a very high pitched whir until the blade
catches up to the motor speed. When mitering to the right side of a base molding wider than 3.
After you remove the end cap. Your miter saw is fully and accurately adjusted at the factory at
the time of manufacture. Turn counterclockwise, left-hand threads NOTE: I would guess it is just
a press fit deaalt must be punched out from the gear side? This article describes the differences
between power switch and carbon brush failure symptoms. If you have access to an arbor press
you could use it in place of the two jaw gear puller. See All 8 Exercise Equipment Brands. For
the starting problem. DeWalt DW user manual. This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are as essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve
your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Privacy Overview. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Robust
miter saws make clean cuts and make it possible for you to cut pieces to accurate
specifications. As a woodworker, you would find such miter saws extremely convenient. The
degree of precision and accuracy may differ to a certain extent from one model to another.
Therefore, it is necessary to choose your next miter saw more carefully, considering the vital
factors. Since some brands or models are better than others, identify the superior ones, new in
the market or not. DeWalt is one of the renowned brands in the power tool market, with
numerous varieties to its name. This DeWalt DW miter saw Review presents to you one of the
best miter saws you can get within its price range. The DeWalt DW compound miter saw is
widely praised for its quality, durability, and power. This is a type 1 heavy-duty power tool

capable of handling a wide range of cutting projects. It is the perfect miter saw for major
remodeling at home or even more serious projects. This tool comes with a inch blade that runs
at a rpm speed and cuts through all kinds of wood and other materials. The same optimal
accuracy has been extended to angle sawing. This tool can make angled cuts from 0 to 45
degrees to the left to be a little more specific. The power cord is conveniently long, allowing you
to work further from the power socket without changing where to plug it in. The tool is compact
and light hence easy to carry around. The carry handle is strategically placed to offer maximum
balance to whoever holds it. Finally, our safety has been considered with the inclusion of the
electric brake. Check Details On Amazon. DeWalt is a respected brand that is also well known
for the endless collection of power tools to its name. Started back in by Raymond E. DeWalt, it
is one of the power tool companies that have been in existence for the longest time in the world.
Since then, the brand has always emphasized technological advancement and supporting
investors. DeWalt invented the radial arm saw and started the company, which was initially
referred to as the DeWalt Chainsaw Company. The company has grown over 20 years. In , it was
incorporated as DeWalt, Inc. Weight is a huge determinant for portability, ease of use, and
maneuverability. The DeWalt DW dimensions shows an intelligently designed miter saw , with a
weight light enough for easy control. You can complete tasks or projects faster and still able to
keep the quality of your work high. All these become possible because the miter saw weighs
just thirty pounds. The DeWalt dw light design also makes it very easy to transport or move
around within your workshop. Similarly, this quality makes the miter saw pretty easy to store.
The settings of this miter saw are easily maintainable. Most users prefer power tools that are
simple and easy to figure out. Simple here does not necessarily mean traditional or artless. With
innovation, this facilitate the creation of tools that make your work and life easy. The DeWalt DW
is one of such devices with contemporary features that make it easy to use and improve its
general performance capacity. It is also such simplicity that makes it suitable for both beginner
and more qualified users. You can use the DeWalt dw manual for more direction on how to use
it. Never underestimate the importance of a comfortable handle on a miter saw. Your comfort
while using the machine can influence the outcome and its suitability. A comfortable grip helps
keeps your concentration intact for better control and more accurate cutting. On the top of the
motor housing, you will find another handle to help you transport the tool. It boasts the kind of
ruggedness that a device needs to survive the constant throwing in the back of a pickup truck
and the roughness associated with its functions in and out of workshops. Putting it on the
stand is equally simple, and it stays steadfastly in place for maximum accuracy and precision
with every cut. Every tool is made up of several parts, and each of them serves a specific
purpose. The blade that comes with the DeWalt DW is as dependable as it can get. When you
depend on your miter saw not to let you down, one of the parts to count on is the blade. The
tooth carbide blade might not be the best there is, but it is ideal for cutting various materials,
especially the pressure-treated lumber. The blade you choose mainly determines what materials
you can cut and how well, accurate, precise, and neat the cut will be made. The motor has
plenty of power and would even cut the thick hardwood easily. You will notice its power in the
way it leaves clean edges on the cut areas, and how it cuts nicely even through hardwood. The
DeWalt DW cuts not only smoothly but also strongly and precisely. You can regulate the power
so that you get the most desired performance and consequential results whenever you choose
the proper power for the task. The DeWalt DW holds its setting well and is very easy to keep
running and giving out the best cutting performance. Whenever it comes out of adjustment, you
can make the necessary changes with just the right screwdriver and wrench. It is that simple.
The DeWalt dw 12 compound miter saw often comes with a wrench for changing the blade so
that if you have to change the edge, you will find the process to be painless. Similarly, there is a
blade-lock that helps in changing the blade. The motor brushes are easily accessible in case
you need to replace them. This is one of the unique qualities of DeWalt dw parts. The scale is
easily adjustable, stress-free to read, and is made of the best of stainless steel. The scale gives
you 11 positive stops, which amount to many things, including versatility, customization,
efficiency, and accuracy. The eleven stops make the tool suitable for various materials of
different hardness and structure. You can adjust it accordingly for extra accuracy in every cut
you make. The stops are accurate, and it holds its settings well. The design and size of the
fence are strategically designed for the best. The fence is unique in that the fence on the
right-hand side is two-piece. Therefore, whenever you need to make compound cuts , you slide
the top of the fence out of the way. Besides, the barriers are extra-tall to support the work
adequately. You can also adjust them to the square to the saw bed. The DeWalt DW comes with
a dust bag so that you get to maintain a tidy workplace. Without the bag, the dust from the
sawed materials is scattered all over the work area, which takes away even the littlest appeal
from your workshop and gives you more stressful work of cleaning the place after. The bag is

large enough to give you some ample time in between disposals. However, the bag is too small
for serious cutting tasks and would require frequent emptying. The DeWalt DW miter saw has
one of the best blade guards you will ever come across anywhere. Unlike most blade guards,
this one will never interfere with your line of flight. The guard is accurately and nicely designed
to support only the best outcome and make the process enjoyable and satisfactory. It protects
the blade significantly and acts as a vital safety feature. As you lower the blade onto the
material, you are confident that the guard protects you from possible accidents. Besides being
very important to the operation of the tool, it is also a safety feature. The electric brake is one of
the areas that the DeWalt DW has succeeded. That is to say, the miter saw boasts a very
efficient and dependable brake system. It is a long-lasting break that is also very easy to
understand. Besides, the control point is strategically placed for easy access. Hence, you can
make very sharp breaks, even in emergencies. There are lots of fantastic miter saws out there,
but you need to look a little closer at the choices you have for the money. The DeWalt DW miter
saw is reasonably priced. So if you asked me where to find the most accurate miter saws, I
would still recommend the DeWalt. These DeWalt dw specifications should be able to help you
make the right choice on your next miter saw purchase. Read carefully between the lines to
learn more about this innovatively designed saw. You can improve your tool collection and
upgrade your workshop by purchasing these miters saw. The good news is that you can use it
to cut various materials and still expect the best cuts from it. You can check out the DeWalt dw
miter saw price before purchasing to see if it falls within your budget. In conclusion, you should
always remember to take good care of your new miter saw if you want it to last. Just a few
responsible maintenance efforts can help you increase its lifespan. I created this blog to
provide you with reliable information concerning power saws so that you can do your work
best. Not only do I provide power saw guide and reviews but also other resources that help you
take your projects to a higher level. Metersawgeek is independent and reader-supported. As an
Amazon Associate we earn from qualifying purchases. This means that at no extra cost to
you,we will receive a small commission if you purchase through our link. Learn more. Buy On
Amazon. Who makes the most accurate miter saw? What is the best DeWalt miter saw? Alvin V.
Skip to main content of results for "dewalt dw parts". Skip to main search results. Eligible for
Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals.
International Shipping. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Lowest price in 30 days. FREE Shipping.
Amazon's Choice for dewalt dw parts. Only 3 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Wed,
Mar 3. Only 13 left in stock - order soon. Only 8 left in stock - order soon. Only 5 left in stock order soon. Only 9 left in stock - order soon. In stock on March 4, Only 20 left in stock - order
soon. Related searches. N
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